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Abstract

Objective: To develop mathematical models for predicting level of independence with specific functional outcomes 1 year after discharge from

inpatient rehabilitation for spinal cord injury.

Design: Statistical analyses using artificial neural networks and logistic regression.

Setting: Retrospective analysis of data from the national, multicenter Spinal Cord Injury Model Systems (SCIMS) Database.

Participants: Subjects (NZ3142; mean age, 41.5y) with traumatic spinal cord injury who contributed data for the National SCIMS Database

longitudinal outcomes studies.

Interventions: Not applicable.

Main Outcome Measures: Self-reported ambulation ability and FIM-derived indices of level of assistance required for self-care activities (ie,

bed-chair transfers, bladder and bowel management, eating, toileting).

Results: Models for predicting ambulation status were highly accurate (>85% case classification accuracy; areas under the receiver operating

characteristic curve between .86 and .90). Models for predicting nonambulation outcomes were moderately accurate (76%e86% case

classification accuracy; areas under the receiver operating characteristic curve between .70 and .82). The performance of models generated by

artificial neural networks closely paralleled the performance of models analyzed using logistic regression constrained by the same independent

variables.

Conclusions: After further prospective validation, such predictive models may allow clinicians to use data available at the time of admission to

inpatient spinal cord injury rehabilitation to accurately predict longer-term ambulation status, and whether individual patients are likely to perform

various self-care activities with or without assistance from another person.
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After acute medical stabilization, individuals with spinal cord
injury (SCI) are often confronted with a high level of uncertainty
about their prospects for recovery of functional abilities. The early
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phase of inpatient rehabilitation represents an important oppor-
tunity for reevaluation of neurologic status and counseling about
prognosis.1 Many patients ask whether they will recover various
functional abilities2,3 (eg, walking ability, bowel and bladder
control, sexual functioning) or whether they will need long-term
assistance in the home setting. Previous research has consis-
tently identified key motor and sensory examination findings, and
the associated level of neurologic injury, that provide the most
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relevant neurologic information about prognosis for functional
recovery.4-11 Although estimates vary somewhat across studies,
generalized projected outcomes have been determined for ambu-
lation and other functional activities based largely on the patient’s
level of injury or the American Spinal Injury Association (ASIA)
Impairment Scale (AIS)12 classification obtained between 72
hours and 1 week postinjury, or both.13-16

In addition to prognostic information conveyed by single
predictors such as AIS classification, clinical decision support
tools17,18 have emerged that aggregate information across pre-
dictors to improve the accuracy in projecting an individual pa-
tient’s most likely functional outcomes. The use of such
mathematical models and information technology to support
clinical decision-making in rehabilitation medicine has been
referred to as rehabilitation informatics, a field that “links the
clinical expertise of health service providers with the technical
expertise of information scientists to build new and innovative
information technology applications to meet the needs of persons
with neurologic disabilities.”18(p163) A high level of predictive
accuracy is possible when logistic regression models optimally
weigh a combination of early predictors of a specific functional
outcome, as shown by studies that developed mathematical
models of subjects’ projected walking ability at 6 months to 1 year
postinjury.19,20 For example, van Middendorp et al20 showed that a
simple, elegant logistic regression model with 5 variables (age
dichotomized at 65y, muscle strength and light touch sensation at
L3 and S1) assessed within 15 days of injury was highly accurate
in the prediction of ambulation ability at 1 year postinjury.
Similarly, Wilson et al21 created a logistic regression model that
was highly accurate in predicting long-term functional indepen-
dence based on clinical and imaging data available within 3 days
of injury. Using individual growth curve analyses, Pretz et al22

generated algorithms that were robustly accurate in predicting
patients’ trajectories of motor recovery as measured by the motor
subscale of the FIM.23 One previous study24 demonstrated greater
than 80% sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy through the use of
artificial neural networks (ANNs)25 to predict ambulation status at
the time of discharge from inpatient SCI rehabilitation.

The current study compares the accuracy and performance of 2
methods of predictive analytics (logistic regression and ANNs) to
estimate longer-term ambulation and nonambulation outcomes,
using outcome indices that are most directly relevant to questions
about the probability of independent functioning versus the
necessity of assistance from another person.

Methods

Participants

The cohort consisted of 3211 individuals who contributed data to the
National Spinal Cord Injury Model Systems (SCIMS) Database per
List of abbreviations:

AIS American Spinal Injury Association Impairment Scale

ANN artificial neural network

ASIA American Spinal Injury Association

AUC area under the curve

NLR negative likelihood ratio

PLR positive likelihood ratio

SCI spinal cord injury

SCIMS Spinal Cord Injury Model Systems
local institutional review boardeapproved procedures, between
2010 and 2014, who were at least 18 years of age at the time of
traumatic SCI, for whom all ASIA neurologic exam motor scores
were obtained at the time of rehabilitation admission, and who (per
National Spinal Cord Injury Model Systems Database protocol)
responded to questions about their functional status when they were
1 year posthospital discharge. To decrease heterogeneity in the
duration of time between injury and the AIS examination done on
admission to a SCIMS rehabilitation program, subjects were
excluded from analyses if the length of time between their date of
injury and admission to rehabilitation exceeded 9 weeks. These se-
lection criteria yielded a dataset with 3142 subjects whose data were
used for predictive analytics. AIS classifications were available for a
subset of 3097 subjects, composed of 80% men and 20% women.
Their ages ranged from 18 to 90 years (mean age � SD,
41.5�17.1y). The mean duration � SD between date of injury and
admission to rehabilitation was 16.8�12.4 days. At the time of
admission to rehabilitation, 41.2% of subjects were classified as AIS
gradeA, 13.1% as gradeB, 18.9% as grade C, and 26.8% as gradeD.

Variables

Input (independent) variables included subjects’ age at the time of
injury, sex, and ASIA exam manual motor testing scores. Output
(dependent) variables consisted of subjects’ responses to questions
about their ambulation status, and their level of independence with
transfers between the bed and chair, bowel management, bladder
management, eating, and toileting. Per the National Spinal Cord
Injury Model Systems Database outcome assessment protocol, in
the context of a longer interview, all subjects were asked whether
they were able to walk, with our without mobility aids, for 150ft in
their home, 1 street block outside, and 1 flight of stairs. The
remaining output (dependent) variables were derived from sub-
jects’ responses to FIM questions about bed-chair transfers,
bladder and bowel management, eating, and toileting. Subjects’
self-reported ability to perform each outcome activity was oper-
ationally defined as independent based on an FIM score of 7
(indicating the ability to do the activity without assistance from
another person) or 6 (indicating modified independence involving
the use of adaptive equipment but no help from another person).
FIM scores of 1 through 5 (indicating that help from another
person is required) were categorized as dependent.

Predictive models

A brief explanation of machine learning using ANNs25-31 is avail-
able in supplemental appendix S1 (available online only at http://
www.archives-pmr.org/). For each model, data from a randomly
selected subset of 80% of the cases were used during the “network
training” phase of analysis. In order to monitor for possible over-
fitting of the model to the training dataset, the accuracy and
generalizability of each model were established on a cross-
validation dataset composed of the remaining 20% of cases.
Sensitivity analyses were then completed by generating a second set
of ANNs using a random selection of 50% of the original cases and
applying those networks to the total set of cases. To facilitate
network training, input values for age and motor functioning were
recoded as binary variables. Consistent with previous research,20

subjects’ ages at the time of SCI were recoded as a binary variable
with values dichotomized at �65 years of age. The maximal score
for every myotome (ie, the highest of the right- or left-sided motor
score) was included. Motor strength scores were recoded from
www.archives-pmr.org
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standardASIA examination ratings from0 to 5 into a binary variable
with values dichotomized at �2, indicating that the person has, at
minimum, the ability to perform active movement with gravity
eliminated. The bilateral lower extremity (L2, L3, L4, L5, S1)motor
score and the bilateral upper extremity (C5, C6, C7, C8, T1) motor
score used for some of the predictive models were recoded from a
0- to 50-point scale to a 5-point scale (ranging from 1 to 5).

ANNs were generated using commercially available software.a

Logistic regression analyses were completed using an IBM-SPSS
Modeler,b with selection of independent variables in the regres-
sion models constrained by or essentially yoked to the same input
variables used for the corresponding ANN analyses. The accuracy
and performance of these predictive models were determined by
percentage of correctly classified subjects (classification accuracy),
true positive rate (sensitivity), true negative rate (specificity), pro-
portion of positively classified subjects who were true positives
(positive predictive value), and proportion of negatively classified
subjects who were true negatives (negative predictive value).
Likelihood ratios were also calculated. The positive likelihood ratio
(PLR) is the proportion of subjects who achieved the functional
outcome and were positively classified to the proportion of cases
who did not achieve the functional outcome who were positively
classified. The negative likelihood ratio (NLR) is the proportion of
subjects who achieved the functional outcomewhowere negatively
classified to the proportion of subjects who did not achieve the
functional outcome who were negatively classified.32 Another
measure used to evaluate the performance of these predictive
models is the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve
(AUC), which compares sensitivity versus specificity across a range
of values for the ability to predict a dichotomous outcome.30,31,33
Results

Descriptive analyses

Preliminary analysis consisted of a description of the number of
subjects with each AIS classification and the percentage of these
subjects whose responses were in the range of modified inde-
pendence or independence for each activity at 1 year after hospital
discharge. As would be expected, differential outcomes for these
AIS categorical classifications were statistically significant (all
Pearson c2 analyses, P<.001). However, as seen in table 1, esti-
mation of future functional status based solely on AIS classifica-
tion at the time of admission to rehabilitation leaves the potential
for prognostic error, particularly for individuals whose examina-
tion results yield a classification of AIS grade B or C, whose
functional outcomes are more variable.

Predictive models

The performance of ANN and logistic regression models for
predicting these functional outcomes 1 year after hospital
discharge is summarized in table 2 by the percentage of cases
accurately classified and associated likelihood ratios, confidence
intervals, and comparison of their respective AUCs. The specific
input variables, prevalence of each outcome, performance char-
acteristics of each predictive model, and sensitivity analyses are
provided in supplemental tables S1 through S8 (see supplemental
appendix S1).

ANN and logistic regression algorithms derived from subjects’
age and the presence of at least gravity-eliminated motor strength
www.archives-pmr.org
at L2, L3, and S1 converged in their ability to accurately classify
about 85% to 88% of subjects’ self-reported ambulation status at 1
year after hospital discharge. This level of incremental improve-
ment in predictive accuracy (ANN PLRZ8.59, NLRZ.17 for
walking 150ft) occurs in a sample with a 39% to 42% base rate of
self-reported ambulation activities. The models for predicting self-
reported ability to ambulate achieved a somewhat higher negative
predictive value than positive predictive value. The models for
predicting nonambulation self-care activities had essentially
moderate predictive power, with the best performance observed
for the prediction of at least modified independence with bed-chair
transfers (PLRs approximately 2.6, NLRs approximately .15).
Performance of the ANN models remained stable when applied to
a dataset that was held back for cross-validation, and robust when
replicated with a random resampling.

Discussion

Similar to previous research that demonstrated the utility of ANN
models for predicting outcomes at the time of hospital discharge,
these results demonstrate a fairly high level of accuracy (>85%
case classification accuracy; AUCs between .86 and .90) for pre-
dicting self-reported ambulation ability 1 year after hospital
discharge using demographic and neurologic exam data that are
available at the time of admission to SCI rehabilitation. Models
for predicting whether individuals with SCI will achieve at least
modified independence for self-care activities (vs needing assis-
tance from another person) were moderately accurate (76%e86%
case classification accuracy; AUCs between .70 and .82). The
performance of models generated by ANNs matched or exceeded
the performance of models analyzed using logistic regression
constrained by the same independent variables.

Although further studies are needed to prospectively validate
the performance of ANN models, the current results support their
potential clinical utility for estimating the probability of individual
patients achieving at least modified independence for ambulation.
In this cohort of individuals with complete and incomplete
injuries, activities such as bed-chair transfers, bowel and bladder
management, eating, and toileting represent a more complex
challenge for predictive modeling than ambulation. This may be
because completeness of injury distinguishes prognosis for
ambulation ability more clearly than the various predictors of
nonambulation outcomes that can be achieved with adaptive
equipment in optimal postrehabilitation environments. The pre-
dictive models for nonambulation self-care activities depend on a
broader range of input variables, including both upper and lower
extremity motor scores, and require further optimization to ach-
ieve an acceptable level of classification accuracy.

Study limitations

The potential impact of age as a moderator of functional outcomes
after SCI is complex,34 and older age has been found to be a
particularly negative prognostic indicator for walking recovery
among individuals with AIS C classification.35 Although a pre-
vious predictive model was successfully developed using age 65
as a binary cutoff point,20 results of other studies36,37 suggest that
dichotomizing subjects at a younger age would be a reasonable
consideration. Another limitation of this study is that outcome
information about ambulation status relied on subjects’ “yes” or
“no” responses to 3 questions about walking ability rather than a
more finely graded self-report index or an objective measurement

http://www.archives-pmr.org


Table 2 Comparison of the accuracy and performance of ANN and logistic regression models for classification of functional outcomes 1 year after hospital discharge

Functional Outcomes

Prevalence

(%)

ANN

Accuracy

(%)

LR

Accuracy

(%)

ANN

PLR

ANN

NLR

LR

PLR

LR

NLR

ANN

AUC

ANN

SE

ANN Lower

95% CI

ANN Upper

95% CI

LR

AUC

LR

SE

LR Lower

95% CI

LR Upper

95% CI z P

Walk

150ft 42.27 87.74 87.87 8.59 .17 8.43 .16 .8801 .0148 .8510 .9092 .8754 .0067 .8623 .8885 0.289 .0773

1 street block 39.26 85.51 86.02 5.46 .14 6.28 .17 .8874 .0146 .8589 .9159 .8589 .0074 .8444 .8734 1.746 .0808

1 flight stairs 39.10 87.10 87.17 7.57 .17 7.18 .16 .9022 .0137 .8754 .9290 .8688 .0072 .8548 .8828 2.164 .0305

Self-care

Bed-chair transfers 68.41 83.37 82.37 2.57 .15 2.60 .15 .8246 .0167 .7919 .8573 .7774 .0084 .7609 .7939 2.525 .0116

Bladder management 63.78 75.93 75.58 1.84 .20 1.84 .20 .7780 .0187 .7414 .8146 .7054 .0095 .6869 .7239 3.467 .0005

Bowel management 64.54 78.31 77.41 2.12 .18 2.07 .20 .8066 .0175 .7724 .8408 .7295 .0091 .7116 .7474 3.912 .0001

Eating 78.50 83.22 85.91 2.12 .17 2.62 .13 .8205 .0179 .7855 .8555 .7828 .0090 .7652 .8004 1.887 .0592

Toileting 61.41 78.47 79.54 2.28 .17 2.35 .15 .8224 .0167 .7896 .8552 .7611 .0086 .7442 .7780 3.261 .0011

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; LR, logistic regression.

Table 1 Percentage of subjects achieving a modified to complete level of independence for mobility and self-care activities 1 year after hospital discharge as a function of AIS classification at

the time of admission to rehabilitation

AIS

Classification

Walk 150ft

(nZ3097)

Walk 1 Block

(nZ3095)

Walk 1 Flight of

Stairs (nZ3095)

Self-care Bed-Chair

Transfers (nZ2919)

Self-care Eating

(nZ2919)

Self-care Bowel

Management (nZ2919)

Self-care Bladder

Management (nZ2919)

Self-care Toileting

(nZ2919)

A 8.47 6.04 5.33 57.50 74.35 50.29 50.71 47.61

B 23.65 20.69 18.23 51.96 70.76 46.21 46.74 46.48

C 61.67 51.97 52.39 70.58 75.81 68.41 68.41 63.18

D 92.40 85.52 88.04 92.14 91.89 90.62 86.57 89.35

1
6
6
6
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of walking ability. Additionally, given previous studies38,39 iden-
tifying the relationship between preserved sensory function and
subsequent recovery of motor functioning, the absence of sensory
data may have detracted from the success of these predictive
models. In the interest of allowing a direct comparison with ANN
models, the logistic regression analyses in this study were con-
strained to the same input variables used in the ANN models.
Although the performance accuracies of the ANN and regression
models were closely parallel, further optimization of uncon-
strained regression-based algorithms may be possible.

Ethical issues associated with the development and use of
predictive analytics in health care have been identified in the
ethics codes of various health informatics organizations40,41 and
discussed in specialized forums for medical informatics pro-
fessionals42 and policy makers,43 but have received less attention
in the clinical practice literature. The potentially asymmetrical
implications of false-positive versus false-negative projections for
functional outcomes may be addressed by incorporating misclas-
sification cost analyses into the process of refining predictive
models, and the need for continuous improvement is one guiding
principle during the development of clinical decision support
tools.17 However, the potential impact of scientifically supported
prognostic information on the morale and motivation of individual
patients requires health care providers to carefully consider
comorbid factors that are not included in the predictive model, to
exercise clinical judgment, and to engage patients in the coun-
seling process.
Conclusions

With further validation, such predictive models may allow clini-
cians to use data available at the time of admission to inpatient
SCI rehabilitation to accurately predict longer-term ambulation
status, and whether or not individual patients are likely to perform
various self-care activities with or without assistance from another
person. The use of predictive models to support clinical judgment
may reduce the level of uncertainty faced by patients during
the early phase of their rehabilitation, provide more accurate
individualized estimates about the probability of diverse func-
tional outcomes, and guide recommendations for subsequent
rehabilitation.
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Methods

Artificial neural networks

ANNs are computing systems that can be used to generate classifi-
cation or prediction models based on complex nonlinear relationships
between variables. The input and output variables of ANNs corre-
spond to the independent and dependent variables in regression
analysis, and both methods involve a process by which predictors are
optimally weighted. Data analysis using ANNs requires a large
archival data set containing known input values (eg,ASIAexammotor
scores) and known output classifications (eg, ambulatory status).

These computing systems are composed of an interconnected
network of “nodes,” which are typically organized into layers.
Data enter the network through an input layer. Activation pa-
rameters associated with the nodes in 1 or more “hidden” layers
are weighted according to mathematical functions. The hidden
layers essentially operate as pattern recognition systems, and the
resulting classification is forwarded to an output layer. A learning
algorithm is optimized as the network is exposed to “training”
cases, for which it generates output values (eg, expected scores
based on the relationships between input and output values). The
network-generated output is compared to the known value of
the output variable (ie, datum from the archival dataset). The
discrepancy between the network-generated output values and the
archive-determined output values is a measurement of the current
level of error in the predictive model.26-28 Many ANN models
function through a process of backpropagation (ie, backward
propagation of error) in which error data trigger dynamic adjust-
ments to the activation parameters of the weights associated with
the nodes.26,29 The process of generating outputs, revising the
error variance, and systematically adjusting the network weights
continues through a series of “iterations” or learning “epochs” as
the network algorithm successively approximates the known
values for the output variable. Network “training” proceeds
through a specified subset of cases until a maximal level of
classification accuracy is achieved.26 In order to monitor for
possible overfitting of the model to the training dataset, the ac-
curacy and generalizability of the model are established on a
cross-validation dataset. Indices of the performance of ANN
models include the overall accuracy of correctly classified cases in
a contingency table, or use of the area under the receiver operating
characteristic curve.30,31
Results

Supplemental table S1 shows the performance characteristics of
models for predicting subjects’ ability to ambulate 150ft at
home with or without mobility aids. Inputs consisted of age
www.archives-pmr.org
(dichotomized at 65y), and binary classifications to indicate
whether AIS motor scores at L2, L3, and S1 were �2.

Supplemental table S2 shows the performance characteristics
of models for classifying subjects’ ability to ambulate 1 street
block with or without mobility aids, using the same inputs derived
from age, L2, L3, and S1 strength.

Supplemental table S3 shows the performance characteristics
of models for classifying subjects’ ability to walk up 1 flight of
steps with or without mobility aids, using the same inputs derived
from age, L2, L3, and S1 strength.

Supplemental table S4 shows the performance characteristics
of models for classifying subjects’ ability to execute bed-chair
transfers at a modified or completely independent level (as
measured by FIM ratings of 6 or 7) versus subjects who require
any amount of physical assistance from a helper (as measured by
FIM ratings <6). Inputs consisted of sex, age (dichotomized at age
65y), lower extremity motor score (categorized in intervals of 10),
and 5 binary values to indicate whether motor strength at C5, C6,
C7, C8, and T1 was �2.

Supplemental table S5 shows the performance characteristics
of models for classifying subjects’ bladder management at a
modified or completely independent level (as measured by FIM
ratings of 6 or 7) versus subjects who require any amount of
physical assistance from a helper (as measured by FIM ratings
<6). Inputs consisted of upper extremity motor score and lower
extremity motor score (categorized in intervals of 10), and 7
binary values to indicate whether motor strength at C5, C6, C7,
C8, L2, L3, and S1 was �2.

Supplemental table S6 shows the performance characteristics
of models for classifying subjects’ bowel management at a
modified or completely independent level (as measured by FIM
ratings of 6 or 7) versus subjects who require any amount of
physical assistance from a helper (as measured by FIM ratings
<6). Inputs consisted of lower extremity motor score (categorized
in intervals of 10) and 5 binary values to indicate whether motor
strength at C5, C6, C7, C8, and T1 was �2.

Supplemental table S7 shows the performance characteristics
of models for classifying subjects’ ability to eat at a modified or
completely independent level (as measured by FIM ratings of 6 or
7) versus subjects who require any amount of physical assistance
from a helper (as measured by FIM ratings <6). Inputs consisted
of age (dichotomized at age 65y), upper extremity motor score
(categorized in intervals of 10), and 4 binary values to indicate
whether motor strength at C7, C8, L2, and L3 was �2.

Supplemental table S8 shows the performance characteristics
of models for classifying subjects’ toileting ability at a modified or
completely independent level (as measured by FIM ratings of 6 or
7) versus subjects who require any amount of physical assistance
from a helper (as measured by FIM ratings <6). Inputs consisted
of age (dichotomized at age 65y) and 4 binary values to indicate
whether motor strength at C7, C8, L2, and L3 was �2.
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Supplemental Table S1 Performance of models for predicting the ability to ambulate 150ft 1 year after hospital discharge

Variables ANN Training (nZ2514) ANN Cross-validation (nZ628) ANN Sensitivity Analysis (nZ3142) LR (nZ3142)

Prevalence 43.32 41.56 42.97 42.97

Classification accuracy 88.03 87.74 87.87 87.87

Sensitivity 84.29 85.19 85.19

Specificity 90.19 89.90 89.90

Positive predictive value 85.94 86.40 86.40

Negative predictive value 88.98 86.96 88.96

AUC 0.8801 0.8883 0.8754

NOTE. Values are percentages except those for AUC.

Abbreviation: LR, logistic regression.

Supplemental Table S2 Performance of models for predicting the ability to ambulate 1 street block 1 year after hospital discharge

Variables ANN Training (nZ2512) ANN Cross-validation (nZ628) ANN Sensitivity Analyses (nZ3140) LR (nZ3140)

Prevalence 37.22 40.60 38.06 38.06

Classification accuracy 86.58 85.51 87.77 86.02

Sensitivity 87.84 88.70 85.38

Specificity 83.91 87.20 86.41

Positive predictive value 78.87 80.98 79.31

Negative predictive value 90.99 92.63 90.64

AUC 0.8874 0.8968 0.8589

NOTE. Values are percentages except those for AUC.

Abbreviation: LR, logistic regression.

Supplemental Table S3 Performance of models for predicting the ability to walk 1 flight of steps 1 year after hospital discharge

Variables ANN Training (nZ2511) ANN Cross-validation (nZ628) ANN Sensitivity Analysis (nZ3140) LR (nZ3140)

Prevalence 37.20 41.56 38.06 38.06

Classification accuracy 88.01 87.10 87.77 87.17

Sensitivity 88.89 88.70 88.07

Specificity 85.83 87.20 85.69

Positive predictive value 81.69 80.98 81.53

Negative predictive value 91.57 92.63 90.92

AUC 0.8998 0.8968 0.8688

NOTE. Values are percentages except those for AUC.

Abbreviation: LR, logistic regression.

Supplemental Table S4 Performance of models for predicting at least a modified independence level of bed-chair transfers, without

assistance, 1 year after hospital discharge

Variables ANN Training (nZ2362) ANN Cross-validation (nZ590) ANN Sensitivity Analysis (nZ2952) LR (nZ2952)

Prevalence 68.54 68.30 68.50 68.50

Classification accuracy 83.49 83.37 82.72 82.37

Sensitivity 90.57 90.16 90.25

Specificity 54.71 56.56 65.23

Positive predictive value 84.69 85.43 84.96

Negative predictive value 76.10 75.67 75.47

AUC 0.8246 0.8247 0.7774

NOTE. Values are percentages except those for AUC.

Abbreviation: LR, logistic regression.
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Supplemental Table S5 Performance of models for predicting at least modified independence with bladder management, without assis-

tance, 1 year after hospital discharge

Variables ANN Training (nZ2362) ANN Cross-validation (nZ590) ANN Sensitivity Analysis (nZ2952) LR (nZ2952)

Prevalence 62.83 64.41 63.14 63.14

Classification accuracy 76.55 75.93 75.64 75.58

Sensitivity 89.47 90.34 89.70

Specificity 51.43 50.46 51.38

Positive predictive value 76.92 75.75 75.97

Negative predictive value 72.97 75.31 74.43

AUC 0.7780 0.7776 0.7054

NOTE. Values are percentages except those for AUC.

Abbreviation: LR, logistic regression.

Supplemental Table S6 Performance of models for predicting at least a modified independence level of bowel management, without

assistance, 1 year after hospital discharge

Variables ANN Training (nZ2362) ANN Cross-validation (nZ590) ANN Sensitivity Analysis (nZ2952) LR (nZ2952)

Prevalence 63.72 65.08 64.00 64.00

Classification accuracy 78.92 78.31 78.32 77.41

Sensitivity 89.32 90.42 88.88

Specificity 57.77 56.82 57.01

Positive predictive value 79.77 78.82 78.60

Negative predictive value 74.38 76.94 74.26

AUC 0.8066 0.8077 0.7295

NOTE. Values are percentages except those for AUC.

Abbreviation: LR, logistic regression.

Supplemental Table S7 Performance of ANN and logistic regression models for predicting at least a modified independence level of self-

care while eating, without assistance, 1 year after hospital discharge

Variables ANN Training (nZ2362) ANN Cross-validation (nZ590) ANN Sensitivity Analysis (nZ2952) LR (nZ2952)

Prevalence 79.04 78.14 78.86 78.86

Classification accuracy 87.55 83.22 86.42 85.91

Sensitivity 90.46 92.91 91.49

Specificity 57.36 62.18 65.06

Positive predictive value 88.35 90.16 90.72

Negative predictive value 62.71 70.16 67.22

AUC 0.8205 0.8434 0.7828

NOTE. Values are percentages except those for AUC.

Abbreviation: LR, logistic regression.

Supplemental Table S8 Performance of models for predicting at least a modified independence level of self-care while toileting, without

assistance, 1 year after hospital discharge

Variables ANN Training (nZ2362) ANN Cross-validation (nZ590) ANN Sensitivity Analysis (nZ2952) LR (nZ2952)

Prevalence 61.73 61.19 61.62 61.62

Classification accuracy 80.31 78.47 80.01 79.54

Sensitivity 89.75 92.58 90.87

Specificity 60.70 59.84 61.34

Positive predictive value 78.26 78.73 79.05

Negative predictive value 78.98 83.39 80.72

AUC 0.8224 0.8435 0.7611

NOTE. Values are percentages except those for AUC.

Abbreviation: LR, logistic regression.
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